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Welcome to the 2020 Sunshine Coast Art Prize

Sunshine Coast Council is proud to present the 2020 Sunshine
Coast Art Prize, the flagship contemporary two-dimensional
art award for our region.
Now in its 15th year, the continuing investment by council,
combined with ongoing support from our valued sponsors,
philanthropists and partners, and eminent judges, has led
to the Sunshine Coast Art Prize becoming one of the most
respected contemporary art prizes in Australia, with prizes
totalling more than $40,000.
Each year, the growing acclaim of our Art Prize attracts entries
from a new generation of contemporary artists, as well as
established artists with strong national and international profiles.
On behalf of the Sunshine Coast community, I congratulate
this year’s 40 finalists from across the nation, who have been
selected from a record 711 entries.
The artists in this year’s finalist exhibition combine to display
an outstanding reflection of contemporary 2D arts practice
in Australia and it is a privilege to display these incredible
works in our Caloundra Regional Gallery.
As we celebrate the 20th anniversary of Caloundra Regional
Gallery, Sunshine Coast Council maintains a strong
commitment to making the arts accessible for our residents.
We continue to support our local artists and the arts sector
through our Sunshine Coast Arts Plan, investment in the
Art Prize and our continuing commitment to the Caloundra
Regional Gallery, its programs and creative and cultural
partnerships across the region.
I hope you enjoy this year’s exhibition.
MAYOR MARK JAMIESON
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The finalists
Sue Beyer

Christopher R. Inwood

Chris Booth

Freya Jobbins

Sharka Bosakova

Robyn Kinsela

Jade Cantwell

Michael Lindeman

Anna Carey

Jason McNamara

Veronica Cay

Jason Moad

Emma Coulter

Kent Morris

Joanne Currie Nalingu

Rosella Namok

Charmaine Davis

Nell

Maz Dixon

Michael Nelson Jagamara

Mark Dober

Catherine O’Donnell

Christine Druitt-Preston

Luke Pither

Alice Duncan

Bundit Puanthong

Stefan Dunlop

Leigh Schoenheimer

Robert Fenton

Michael Simms

Celia Fernandez

Melissa Smith

Mark Forbes

Lisa Stonham

Bridget Frawley

Hiromi Tango

Michelle Hamer

Oksana Waterfall

Natalya Hughes

Martin Wellby

Please enquire at Gallery Reception for artwork sales.
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About the Prize

The Sunshine Coast Art Prize is an acquisitive award for
2D artworks open to artists from across Australia. Now
in its 15th year, as a cultural initiative of Sunshine Coast
Council, the art prize has grown into a nationally recognised
award that attracts entries from emerging and established
contemporary Australian artists. Given 2020 has been such
an extraordinary year, we were excited and humbled to
receive more than 700 entries from around the country though the task of choosing 40 finalists was exceptionally
challenging.
The winning artist will receive a $25,000 cash prize,
generously funded by Argon Law and Sunshine Coast
Council. The winning artwork will also be acquired into the
Sunshine Coast Art Collection. A Highly Commended prize,
sponsored by the De Deyne family to the value of $5000,
will also be awarded.
A non-acquisitive $2500 People’s Choice prize, sponsored
by Caloundra Chamber of Commerce, will be awarded to the
artist who receives the most votes during the Sunshine Coast
Art Prize exhibition. To vote, visit the gallery website – gallery.
sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au. One of the finalists will receive a
two-week Artist Residency, with accommodation and studio
space, provided by Montville Country Cabins.
The art prize will extend into the community, with a curated
selection of finalist artworks adorning a suite of vehicles,
courtesy of Coastline BMW. They will be hitting the streets
throughout the coming months.
Jo Duke
Gallery Manager and Curator, Caloundra Regional Gallery
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Tracy has curated numerous exhibitions on Australian
and international art and was instrumental in presenting
high-profile international exhibitions at Bendigo Art Gallery
including The Golden Age of Couture: Paris and London
1947-1957 (Victoria and Albert Museum, London) and Cecil
Beaton: Portraits (National Portrait Gallery, London). Her
projects at Rockhampton Art Gallery included the national
touring exhibition Cream: Four decades of Australian
art, The Prince | Michael Zavros, and the development of
Queensland’s richest art prize, The Gold Award.
Tracy’s current role focuses on leading the project team for
the development of HOTA Gallery, a new purpose-built Art
Museum for the Gold Coast opening in early 2021, and the
creation of the outdoor art landscape. HOTA Gallery will be
the largest public gallery outside a capital city in Australia
with the ability and ambition to present exhibitions and
projects of national and international scale that focus on
art and design.
Tracy Cooper-Lavery
Director, Gallery and Visual Arts, HOTA
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Sunshine Coast Art Prize 2020 Judge

Sunshine Coast Art Prize 2020 Judge, Tracy CooperLavery, is Director, Gallery and Visual Arts at HOTA Home
of the Arts, Gold Coast. She has worked in the regional art
museum sector for more than 25 years, including Director
of Rockhampton Art Gallery where she was responsible
for transforming the gallery’s profile on a local, state and
national level. She was appointed President of the Public
Galleries Queensland (PGQ) from 2014 to 2016 and
continues to serve on the Board.

Exhibition Dates
Friday 16 October to Sunday 6 December

Major Prize $25,000
Sponsored by Sunshine Coast Council and Argon Law

Highly Commended $5000

People’s Choice $2500

Sponsored by the De Deyne Family

Sponsored by Caloundra Chamber of Commerce

Prestige vehicle wraps with
selected finalist artwork

Sunshine Coast Art Prize Residency
Sponsored by Montville Country Cabins and
Sunshine Coast Council

Sponsored by Coastline BMW

Artwork transportation and logistics

Exhibition catalogue

Supported by International Art Services Fine Art
Logistics (IAS)

Supported by Friends of the Gallery Caloundra Inc
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Artworks

Sue BEYER
Untitled 15, after Arthur Boyd,
The Australian Scapegoat | 2020 |
synthetic polymer paint on linen |
148 x 107cm | Image courtesy of
the artist and Studio Gallery Group,
Melbourne.

Using a multidisciplinary approach, my visual art practice primarily examines place and
space. My current work is part of an ongoing investigation into the concept of liminal
space (transformation and the in-between) through the lens of personal mythologies, postinternet and post-digital concerns, and instruction-based art. I am working on a series of
paintings and digital works that investigate these ideas through the transformation of wellknown Australian landscape paintings. Post-digital strategies are used as a metaphor for
the permanent alteration and ultimate transformation of the landscape and our society as
we know it. My work isn’t ‘hard edge’, you can see the brush marks and imperfections. This
technique emphasises the process of making. The digital is referenced because that is how
the reference material is created, in contrast, the work is about human transformation.
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Chris BOOTH
Test Pattern No 3, waiting for
Thunderbirds | 2019 | acrylic on
composite board | 150 x 150cm |
Image courtesy of the artist |
Photographic credit Mark Sherwood.

Chris Booth’s paintings are rendered with an aesthetic sensibility that blurs the margins between
past and contemporary. Beneath the hyper colour, blurred focal points and initial sugar sweet
response lies a much deeper and nostalgic pop romance. Chris Booth holds a Bachelor of
Arts majoring in Ceramic Design from Monash University in Melbourne. This background in
object design has been instrumental in his 20+ years art practice. Growing up in Beaumaris,
Melbourne, a suburb now famous for its experimental Mid-Century architecture, Booth’s love
of vintage graphic novels, comics and retro illustrative science journals strongly influence his
work practice and aesthetic. Describing his work as “Lichtenstein goes to Osaka”, his artworks
combine Japanese “Super-flat”, a hint of Swiss Modernism and a healthy dose of Pop Art to
match… in effect “Super Pop”. Booth’s ability to evoke a sense of movement and sound is
peremptory, his work points to the grand imagination and possibilities of childhood.
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Sharka BOSAKOVA
UnMasked I 2020 I inkjet print I
150 x 150cm | Image courtesy
of the artist | Photographic
credit Thomas Oliver.

‘Always present in every society, often used as a means of connection with the divine, the mask
has now become an engaging and confronting fetish and trend, a fear; straddling fashion and
art, for a game in which being and appearing are reversed and alternated.’
The image, UnMasked, forms part of a larger namesake collaborative project. Questioning the
masks we wear, we begin to touch the interior body; what is at the core. The body construction
protrudes, taking its shape on the surface, outside and beyond. Sharka Bosakova’s
performative 3D / OVA jewellery stands for confrontation and resistance, expressing the
urgency of contemporary phenomena in the image UnMasked. The image is a creative
collaboration of artist Sharka Bosakova, photographer Thomas Oliver and model Golda Guido.
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Jade CANTWELL
Numurkah Servo, VIC | 2020 |
photographic print | 60 x 60cm |
Image courtesy of the artist.

Over the raging bushfire season of 2019/20 I spent long meditative drives travelling between
family and friends in Melbourne, Sydney and rural Victoria. Often stopping by the side of the
road to shoot landscapes and architecture, the surreal sight of a giant teddy bear in a service
station garage brought a smile to my face and I’m sure many others during a difficult holiday
season. Documenting the surreal and unexpected in an everyday setting is why I first started
making photographs, and why I continue to.
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Anna CAREY
Green Lantern Chateau | 2020 |
Giclée print | 89 x 134cm |
Image courtesy of the artist and
Andrew Baker Art Dealer, Brisbane.

Using memory recall and imagination I construct miniature fictive architectural spaces
and photograph them to create a disorientating and imaginative realm for the viewer.
Green Lantern Chateau is a conflation of local and international architectural styles based
on places I have encountered from Australia, France and America. The work creates a
global architectural style and therefore global dream memory to reference the omnipresent
experience when travelling between distant yet connected contemporary copy cultures.
The work emulates the mum and pop motel model through imagination by juxtaposing a
generic architectural style with the fantasy iconic chateau sign. This provides both a safe
refuge for the traveller while offering a sense of adventure and fantasy when far away from
home. In addition, the idea of the chateau suggests the notion of our home as our castle
and cosmos and aims to reawaken the universe ‘housed’ within us.
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Veronica CAY
I was a still life with a vase of flowers |
2020 | oil and charcoal on linen |
120 x 90cm | Image courtesy of the
artist and Anthea Polson Art Gallery,
Gold Coast.

I was a still life with a vase of flowers began as the title suggests, as a still life. Like many
others, I found March and April quite unsettling and difficult at times to concentrate in the
studio. I felt a need to start something different and to dive into the painting in a different way.
Initially this provided an impetus to keep working, but my love of figures and the story they tell
quickly wove themselves back into the structure and across the surface. As with many of my
works, the negative spaces provide another level of mystery and emotion.
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Emma COULTER
Ornamental symmetrie blau blue |
2018 | synthetic polymer paint on
archival gesso ply board with artist
blue frame | 136 x 111cm | Image
courtesy of the artist and THIS IS
NO FANTASY, Melbourne.

The ‘ornamental symmetrie’ paintings, (of which this is one of three) were created upon
return from a residency in Germany, expanding upon a site-specific work ‘doppel symmetrie’,
that incorporated the symmetrical interior of the gallery as a support for painting. In this
autonomous series the same rules-based approach is implemented and doubled, creating
a quartet geometric composition. The composition of each painting is identical, except for
the placement of colour. Each work reveals how one colour may influence and perceptually
effect the other, and the overall geometry and emphasis of individual shapes within the
composition. An ornate frame was added to each work intentionally, to highlight the decorative
associations of colour in art. Colour is a continuing critical concern within my practice, through
implementation of an intensely saturated and repetitive spectrum. I am interested in breaking
limitations between elitism and popular culture through the use of colour as an idea.
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Joanne CURRIE NALINGU
Blood Shield I | 2019 | acrylic on
canvas | 39 x 148cm | Image courtesy
of the artist and FireWorks Gallery,
Brisbane | Photographic credit
Mick Richards.

For over 25 years Joanne, a celebrated Indigenous artist born in Mitchell, has staked
her artistic and cultural identity in a minimally refined painting style. Joanne’s distinctive
wavering water lines symbolise her memories of the Maranoa River. Blood Shield I has a
vibrant dimension to it. The painting incorporates snippets of Joanne’s Gungurri language
and the Maranoa shields designs, layered together and presented as contemporary new
visual language.
The artist comments, “I grew up on the ‘Yumba’, out west by the banks of the Maranoa River
in the 1960s. Now I live closer to Brisbane where we raised our kids and now our grandkids.
I’ve always painted about the Maranoa area, the traditional designs found on shields and
artefacts, the lines and colours of the river…I try to keep it simple… clean and sharp!”
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Charmaine DAVIS
Smoking Ceremony - Lionsville |
2020 | acrylic on canvas | 92 x 92cm |
Image courtesy of the artist and
Boomalli Aboriginal Artist
Co-operative, Leichhardt |
Photographic credit Nitika Rae
Photography.

I am a Goori Woman who is descended from the Gumbaynggir and Bundjalung Nations.
A principal theme in my work is the landscapes and history of country. Inspiration for my
artistic creations are attributed to my Culture, homelands and family. This piece represents
the Smoking Ceremony that my family has every year in Lionsville, New South Wales.
It’s a time to renew and cleanse our spirit. It’s our connection to country.
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Maz DIXON
A Strange Visitor | 2020 | oil and
graphite on polyester | 76.5 x 91.5cm |
Image courtesy of the artist and
Penny Contemporary, Hobart.

My work is based on vintage postcards, usually with a focus on Australian postcards from
the 60s to the 80s. By mining the imagery of ‘Big Things’, hotel swimming pools and pale,
soon-to-be-sunburned tourists frolicking in the sun, I seek to both capture and question the
idealised concept of Australia and the landscape that souvenir imagery so often presents
us with. Using humour and a sense of the uncanny I hope to explore the uneasiness present
in the way we look at the colonised landscape.
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Mark DOBER
Rock and cloud (Nuggetty Hills) |
2020 | watercolour, gouache and
oil pastel on paper | 94 x 132cm |
Image courtesy of the artist.

Rock and cloud (Nuggetty Hills) was made on site in central Victoria. I view the organic
relationship between looking and mark making as integrated expressions of a direct and
tactile engagement with place. This process is a corporeal way of being with the motif –
of “being there” – and of sensing myself a part of it. My painting combines the transparent
and delicate medium of watercolour with the opaque and bold mediums of gouache and
oil pastel. My work began with broad washes of watercolour that evoke space and distance,
light and luminosity. Gouache and oil pastel differentiate in symbolic patterning the constitute
elements of the landscape – earth, vegetation, rock and sky.
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Christine
DRUITT-PRESTON
Olley Land - Take a place at the table |
2019 | lino block print on Wenzhou
paper | ed.5 | editioned by Brenda
Tye | 72 x 138cm | Image courtesy
of the artist and Artsite Galleries,
Sydney | Photographic credit
Document Photography.

My lino block print, Olley Land – Take a place at the table, is informed by a drawing of
the Tweed Regional Gallery Margaret Olley home studio re-creation. Unlike the ordered
compositions of Olley’s paintings, this artwork responds to the unedited, multi-layered
and visually fascinating central room of her Duxford Street, Paddington home. The famous
dining table, with its willow pattern ware and Kama Sutra placemats, was the repository
of innumerable objects – the ultimate still life. Made at my dining room table, this work
acknowledges Margaret Olley’s practice and the lineage of women artists whose artworks
respond to the domestic interiors that also served as their studios.
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Alice DUNCAN
Black Hole (Lake Mungo) | 2020 |
archival inkjet print | 80 x 80cm |
Image courtesy of the artist.

Black Hole was created at Lake Mungo, NSW, on the traditional lands of the Barkandji/
Paakantyi, Mutthi Mutthi and Ngiyampaa people. This site represents an important, yet often
overlooked, natural landmark within Australia. Since the discoveries of ancient human remains
in the 1960s, Lake Mungo has been the location of an ongoing and often tense dialogue
between Aboriginal people and settlers. This conversation connects Australia’s more recent
past with a much deeper one. These images form part of an ongoing series interrogating
the tapestries of cultures in the Australian landscape. The black hole motif represents
contradictions within photographic representations of land. Placed within the site itself,
it both adds to and takes away from the image; erasing information from the landscape.
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Stefan DUNLOP
Pink, Green, Blue | 2018 | oil
on linen | 164 x 122cm | Image
courtesy of the artist and Edwina
Corlette Gallery, Brisbane.

My work grapples with the visually Baroque age in which we live, via the historical medium
of oil paint. I’ve recently worked through a series of paintings that reference art history
towards a new series of work based on a fragmentation of space, form, imagery and colour.
The historically-based paintings are an examination of the various tropes of painting, being
playful with the western classical and Baroque traditions. They both respected and subverted
those traditions. There is no dark colour used in these works, so the form is created via
composition and complementary colour. The more recent fragmented and collage-based
works are a simple and direct response to the image-based world in which we currently live.
A world in which we are exposed daily to a thousand times more images than visual artists
of merely a generation ago. The visual library that contemporary artists and audiences
possess is extreme and exponentially expanding; I have responded to this in my work.
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Robert FENTON
Shhhhh Listen, my brain’s noisy |
2019 | oil and resin on linen
and board | 112 x 102cm |
Image courtesy of the artist.

We need listeners in our own lives, it’s amazing to recognise just how valuable listening
can be for us. Communication is defined not by what is being said but by what is being
heard. For this reason, it is vital that you gain a good appreciation of how other people
will listen – interpret, process, and assign meaning – to what you have to say before you
can influence them effectively.
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Celia FERNANDEZ
Chimera | 2020 | acrylic on
canvas | 51 x 76cm | Image
courtesy of the artist.

Chimera is part of the ‘Chameleon’ series. The paintings in this series are meant to create
a playful interaction of colours. They may change or simulate neighbouring colours, or
transition into new ones by themselves or in conjunction with others. They are bold and bright,
challenging the perception of how real or ambiguous images can be by using simultaneous
contrast of colours and interferences of space.
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Mark FORBES
Pantone Steps | 2019 | Chormira
(CLAB) photographic print |
101.6 x 121.9cm | Image
courtesy of the artist.

This image is part of my ‘Beautiful Solitude’ series. The premise of the series is that traces
of beauty exist everywhere around us. The scenes in ‘Beautiful Solitude’ can be found just
around the corner in all of our daily lives. Many people however may not see the beauty in the
ordinary, either being too busy, caught up in their daily hustle, or have simply just not spent
the time looking to appreciate the details of everyday ordinary spaces and surroundings.
Sometimes all we may need is the time and space – physical and emotional – to pause and
experience them. The series has evolved over the last 2-3 years and has coincided with a
focus on mindfulness and meditation in my life. The image was photographed on medium
format film, which I find to be an integral part of the creative process.
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Bridget FRAWLEY
Discard 4 | 2020 | found object and
textile | 65 x 45cm | Image courtesy
of the artist.

This work continues my love for the discarded object and the memory of that object.
Do objects have memory?
Heat left a mark, a trace, a memory and through the use of stitch and colour this soulless
object comes to life.
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Michelle HAMER
Relax, We’re Doing Great | 2020 |
hand-stitching | 52 x 99cm | Image
courtesy of the artist | Photographic
credit Oliver Clifton, X-Ray Vision.

Relax, We’re Doing Great explores a new ‘COVID language’ as it both celebrates and
questions the haphazard process of instructions we are confronted with daily. It embraces
the handmade, digital and 24/7 news cycles – highlighting key coping mechanisms of this
COVID-19 period. Through hand-stitching, the work explores public messaging by local
and international leaders during a physically and metaphorically changing climate during
the pandemic. Billboard text ranges from instructional to confusing, inspirational to in-denial
and even epidemiologically dangerous rhetoric. Sky colour varies with seasons and mood
reflecting on how ironically beautiful and clear the weather has been during this time after
Australia’s bushfire fuelled summer. Less population movement and factory activity globally
also seems to be allowing for some environmental rejuvenation. Exploring confusing language
around crisis is familiar territory for Hamer after many years navigating rare, poorly understood
health issues and whose practice developed during a related isolation.
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Natalya HUGHES
Gestural Body Painting | 2020 |
acrylic on poly | 156 x 117cm |
Image courtesy of the artist, Milani
Gallery, Brisbane and Sullivan +
Strumpf, Sydney | Photographic
credit Charlie Hillhouse.

Born out of a dialogue with de Kooning’s Woman series, Gestural Body Painting playfully
and critically repeats the gestural marks of expressionism, but in a visual language far from
the spontaneous, authentic, masculine brushstroke of de Kooning’s oeuvre. Born digitally, by
using brush-like tools in Photoshop, the painting incorporates brightly coloured patterns from
textile and decor. Where in de Kooning’s tradition there might be thick, coarsely applied paint
demarcating a woman like figure, here wobbly forms meet graphic, feminine, laboured pattern.
As much a quilt as a painting, there are two kinds of women here: the woman suggested
by the semi abstract figure on ground belonging to late Modern painting, and another more
maligned feminine figure associated with decorative craft.
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Christopher R. INWOOD
Alec the King | 2019 | oil on board,
pigment on wood | 130 x 81cm |
Image courtesy of the artist.

This is the portrait of Alec Knight, the first Australian male in the New York City Ballet. Alec
grew up in Brisbane, and by seven, he and his family realised that football was not for him.
He was hyper-focused on his dance. At the age of 17, he moved to New York by himself and
was selected for the New York City Ballet. For the last six years, Alec has learnt the ropes.
Now he is stretching his wings in the scene, dancing in principle roles and teaching
choreography. Inwood says: “He is a brilliant dancer with devilish looks and a presence
as a performer. Outside of the ballet world, he has caught the eye of the fashion industry,
gracing the catwalks in Milan for Dolce & Gabbana and modelling for Elle McPherson.
Despite his looks and all of his achievements what you really stay for is the personality.”
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Freya JOBBINS
Mask #1 Firewall Series | 2020 |
pigment print on archival cotton
rag | 75 x 105cm | Image courtesy
of the artist.

This new work is from the ‘Firewall’ series, a body of work I completed during isolation.
It continues my current practice which is based on appropriation, re-assemblage and
subversion of pre-existent objects, where I explore notions of identity, motifs and my own
dissimulation. A facial mask is becoming an accepted accessory, the mask can now also
be a statement of public fear, personal security, protection and a social firewall. Continuing
on from my previous works where I address contemporary subjects like domestic violence
and mental health issues, I am looking into how we have used these masks now to further
our ability to use them as our own personal firewalls in a very visceral way. Wearing headsets,
sunglasses and the focused stare on our phones are social firewalls: they signal a lack of
desire to communicate with those around you, masks now add to that firewall of protection.
An act of ‘social distancing’ by choice.
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Robyn KINSELA
Views of a Summer on Edge | 2020 |
mixed media and collage on eight
canvases | 10 x 95cm overall | Image
courtesy of the artist.

What a summer! Bushfires, smoke, more bushfires, more smoke. Packing, unpacking,
repacking, unpacking. Drought, rain, floods, more rain. My thoughts and therefore my work in
the past year, particularly since December, have been underscored by bushfires, evacuations,
smoke and many friends’ losses, stresses and survival. The recent bushfire season and its
ramifications keep creeping into my work at the moment. My pictures have their roots in the
real world, but are by no means images in the conventional sense. I don’t copy my subjects
but interpret them. Sound, smell and touch play an important role. Using collage and mixed
media, I create rapidly at first, keeping up with my thoughts. Then I let the work rest for an
hour, a day, a year or a decade, as if it needs an incubation period. I then re-see what has
been created and finish the work.
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Michael LINDEMAN
Artist Seeking Love | 2019 | acrylic
on canvas | 135 x 60cm | Image
courtesy of the artist and
Sullivan + Strumpf, Sydney.

Artist Seeking Love is an acrylic on canvas painting that expands on a recent series of
drawings. The series replicates ‘Obituary Notices’, ‘Missing’, ‘Announcement’ and ‘Seeking
Same’ classified advertisements. With a wry institutional critique, Artist Seeking Love is a
comical yet critical painting that shines a light on the mechanics of the contemporary art
world. Artist Seeking Love sets out to activate repressed impulses, embody alienation, disrupt
convention and invert structures of power with a certain self-deprecating humour. In direct
contrast to the notion of artist as genius, the work exemplifies a wilful idiocy that goes out on
a limb, risking my neck to propose absurd and humorous art that upends the rigidity of our
rational thinking.
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Jason MCNAMARA
Paul Rix on Postie Bike | 2019 |
inkjet photograph | 74 x 106cm |
Image courtesy of the artist.

Inspired by artists such as Jeffery Smart and photographer Dan Winters, Jason’s use
of lighting and location creates not only an old worldly portrait feel, but also a modern
contemporary one as well. This portrait of Paul Rix invites the viewer to explore the lines
and symmetry, not only of the architecture, but of Paul himself.
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Jason MOAD
Psychopomp | 2020 | oil on linen |
102 x 83cm | Image courtesy of the
artist and Fox Galleries, Melbourne.

I have never thought of myself as especially botanically minded. I was initially attracted to
succulents because they looked so striking. Gradually, however, my interest and appreciation
deepened. Philosophically, I subscribe to an Animist perspective. That is to say, I think
personhood is not exclusively the province of human beings. Indeed, if one starts from
the perspective that consciousness is fundamental, non-human persons are to be found
everywhere. Although my initial interest was aesthetic, from the very first Aloe I painted,
instinctively I recognised their potential to represent “the other” or the non-human presence.
Over time these musings about personhood and consciousness merged with and began
to enrich and inform the work. Whether I portray them intruding into domestic settings
through portal-like mirrors or represent them in almost pseudo-portraits, as in this painting,
Psychopomp, they loom like Triffids; self possessed and with their own agency.
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Kent MORRIS
Barkindji Blue Sky - Ancestral
Connections #1 | 2019 | Giclée
print | 90 x 130cm | Image courtesy
of the artist and Vivien Anderson
Gallery, St Kilda.

My art practice reveals the continuing presence and patterns of Aboriginal history, culture
and knowledge in the contemporary Australian landscape. Barkindji Blue Sky is based
on my observations of kiinki (corellas) as they flew around and perched on the dishes
of the large telecommunications tower in the centre of Bourke, NSW. The kiinki embody
an ancient ancestral constellation story about two sisters called kiinki’ngulu, the two
corellas in the sky, representing ongoing cultural links to Indigenous deep time knowledge.
Barkindji Blue Sky manipulates technological structures and nature into new forms that
reflect Indigenous and western knowledge systems merging together. My artworks are
constructed from a single photograph. Digital information has not been added to or
subtracted from the original photograph.
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Rosella NAMOK
Beach house city life V | 2019 |
acrylic on canvas | 90 x 150cm |
Image courtesy of the artist and
FireWorks Gallery, Brisbane.

Beach house city life V references Rosella Namok’s geometric patterning as a form of urban
development in Aboriginal communities. Themes and variations arise from the artist’s personal
response to lifestyle changes for her family and communities, including concerns with urban
development, in amidst her reflections on the timeless charm of her homeland habitat. The
expansion of housing and infrastructure are portrayed as an inevitable force of nature and
change within the artists own visual language. Rosella creates layers in her imagery through
the deliberate adding and subtracting of paint. Visible through these layers is another of
her signature motifs, Unchii trees (paperbark trees). These trees are found all over northerncoastal Queensland and are used as a metaphor for both seasonal and life changes.
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Nell
Don’t You See? | 2018 | acrylic
and mixed media on canvas |
100.5 x 80.1cm | Image courtesy
of the artist and STATION,
Melbourne and Sydney.

Don’t You See? explores a truism of existence - that while we are all going to die, right here
and now we are alive. To think about our inevitable passing doesn’t have to be morbid, it can
bring joy to the present. Like the call and response in a song, the text in the painting “We’re
all going to die” is a response to the work’s title Don’t You See?. This playful reminder to ‘see’
that all living things die is duplicated in multiple ‘C’s framing the painting. The ‘C’s originate
from AC/DC T-shirts and the smiley face in the centre references 60s counter culture, 90s rave
music and the classic happy face emoji. Mixing pop culture and universal wisdom, the simple
text and simple face in Don’t You See? gives us a little smile.
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Michael
NELSON JAGAMARA
The Old Men | 2019 | acrylic on
canvas | 100 x 140cm | Image
courtesy of the artist and
FireWorks Gallery, Brisbane.

‘Old Man Dreaming’ is from the site of Kunajarrayi and is sacred men’s business. The U or C
shapes are men sitting on the ground during ceremony with their Nulla Nulla (horizontal lines)
in front of them. Jagamara’s recent works focus on his most important stories from Pikiyili,
his birthplace. They are a shift away from his expressionistic approach (1998-2014) and a
return to a classic dotting style more synonymous with his early career (1983-1998). Whilst
his technique has calmed, Jagamara’s vibrant use of colour (metallic gold, silver and copper
with mauve) still places these works clearly in a contemporary realm. The constant changing
appearance of his work and reformatting of his artistic approach is typical for Jagamara, who
since the 1980s has maintained that, whilst he experiments widely (with colour, materials and
techniques), the true objective of his art (celebration and maintenance of his Warlpiri stories)
has never wavered.
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Catherine O’DONNELL
Union Street Window #3 | 2019 |
charcoal on paper | 110 x 70cm |
Image courtesy of the artist and
MAY SPACE Gallery, Sydney.

My practice explores the architecture, culture and history of the suburbs, representing the
commonly overlooked dwellings of suburbia, in an abstracted form. I have a keen interest in
minimalist structures of architecture, the pictorial power of illusion, scale, and perspective and
the pursuit of a shared narrative is at the heart of my artistic practice. Through my drawing
practice I examine the aesthetics that shape and inform our lives every day and then distil
and re-present common-place structures, such as windows, through my expanded drawing
practice. I employ realism as a catalyst to ignite the imagination of the viewer and invite them
to look beyond the mundane and banal. To revisit these spaces imaginatively and find the
aesthetic poetry embedded within the suburban landscape, while at the same time to connect
through personal experiences and memories to ‘home’.
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Luke PITHER
Glassware | 2019 | synthetic polymer
paint and oil on canvas | 100 x 75cm |
Image courtesy of the artist and
Galerie pompom, Sydney.

Glassware was made as part of ‘Paintings for Marjory’, a 49-work painting installation
exploring both anomaly and biography. The exhibition was recently held at Galerie pompom,
Sydney 2020. Equally optic as subject in its inquiry, the body of work is a pondering of
forgotten processes, leftovers, nuances and visual hierarchies of order that contribute to
our unique individual perspectives as we consider a life lived. As optical histories overtake
sensations of experiential understanding, categories of humility, humour, trauma and
curiosity interplay equally across a playful visual homage. Glassware considers ornamental
histories and changes in style and nuance throughout the 20th and 21st centuries and acts
as a portrait of a collector.
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Bundit PUANTHONG
Feel Free | 2020 | acrylic
on linen | 150 x 140cm |
Image courtesy of the artist
and Edwina Corlette Gallery,
Brisbane.

This painting deals with the feeling of freedom. I have experienced that feeling many times in my
life, but often at unusual times. For example, during the many, many floods that ripped through
my village and my home. I can remember the sound of the floods coming – the wind, the rain,
the calls of both wild and kept animals, the cries and shouts of family and villagers preparing for
the oncoming devastation. As a kid, you would think this would scare me but it actually excited
me. I loved it. I found it freeing – the idea of the flood coming and washing everything away was
somehow liberating. I remember one year we had taken refuge in my auntie’s house that had a
second level on stilts. In the morning when the rain had stopped, we opened the windows on the
second level, and the flood water had completely covered the bottom level and came right up to
the second level window. I remember jumping out the window and swimming over houses. I felt like
I was flying. I reconnect with that feeling often, but I can’t recreate it. Sometimes freedom can only
be truly felt when you have no control, or even when you look to lose everything, and just let go.
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Leigh SCHOENHEIMER
The Meaning of (Still) Life: The
Wooden Pineapple | 2019 | oil
on plywood | 61 x 61cm | Image
courtesy of the artist.

The Meaning of (Still) Life: The Wooden Pineapple is part of an ongoing body of work in
which I investigate ideas about ‘perception’. The multi-panelled format which I typically use,
always traces a shift from realism towards more conceptual approaches to image making.
A literal depiction of a set of objects sits alongside and meshes with a conceptual response
to the same subject matter, presented here via a series of appropriated, clip-art symbols.
Through the use of repeated imagery and colour harmonies, connections arise between
these two very different ways of establishing meaning. Aesthetics are the key to holding these
complex works together, with colour and layout at the forefront of my mind when building
them. References are made to the imagery and styles of the many 20th century artists who
re-wrote the rule-book on image making, thereby marking the shift in art historical terms from
perceptual to conceptual approaches.
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Michael SIMMS
Strong Men | 2020 | oil on canvas |
51 x 51cm | Image courtesy of
the artist.

I’m interested in exploring the tropes of masculinity and how they intersect with queer culture.
My painting Strong Men depicts figurines that are often associated with machismo. Here, they
are coated in an impenetrable metallic coating with vivid light. The result is intended to craft
a tension that interplays camp and satire, commenting on the impact such objects have on
social mores.
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Melissa SMITH
Reaching into the Stillness | 2019 |
intaglio collagraph print | 96 x 76cm |
Image courtesy of the artist and
Handmark Gallery, Hobart |
Photographic credit Scott
Cunningham.

In Susan Sontag’s essay, ‘The Aesthetics of Silence’, she makes reference to an absolute
silence: coming to an end of mental activity. This state is both absolutely vacuous and
completely full…like empty wisdom. In this silence there is an opportunity for thoughts beyond
thoughts. This print was produced in response to the Manly Dam Reserve, an environment
that allowed that sense of quietness to be found. A myriad of wildflowers punctuate the
background of trees and sandstone shelves of a landscape that is layered in its own history
and stories. There is a unique sense of self-awareness realised in such places which is
difficult to describe, that in turn emanates a sense of life and hope within our ever-changing
world that balances on a tipping point.
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Lisa STONHAM
Conversation (in Red and Green)
From the series ‘Colour Flow’ | 2020 |
Photo media digital collage - archival
pigment prints | 52 x 77cm each |
Image courtesy of the artist.

My photomedia works are impressionistic and ephemeral documentations of the everyday.
Colour driven abstractions that engage with the temporal nature of physical space and light.
I work predominately in the field, using existing locations with available light; in this instance
Kagawa Prefecture in Japan. Presented as a diptych, the sensibility of ‘real’ is lost
to geometric shapes of floating colour that suggest a greater field. Without objective context,
the compositions and colour relationships become a subject in themselves. A non-objective
‘Visual Conversation’.
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Hiromi TANGO
Bleached Genes - Sakura | 2018 |
pigment print on paper and
mirrored perspex | 150 x 100cm |
Image courtesy of the artist and
Sullivan + Strumpf, Sydney.

This work is part of a series entitled ‘Bleached Genes’, that explores the idea of stripping
away the detritus of lived experience, and cleaning away its stains from our genes, to start
over. Gene Zero reflects an inert state of being, with no memory or history. Like a seed
still waiting to emerge as a plant, it is filled with potential. Bathed in a gentle white light, it
awaits transformation. What lies ahead remains uncertain, but in this moment, there is no
pain. This series subtly evolves as colours from the healing palette are reflected in works
that reference iconic Japanese flowers and the changing of the seasons. Sakura recalls the
fleeting nature of the cherry blossom’s fragile beauty; at once a celebration of renewal and an
acknowledgement of the transience of life.
A cherry blossom
Celebration and sadness
Life is transient
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Oksana WATERFALL
My mother speaks to me in a foreign
language | 2018 | graphite, oil paint
and thread on plywood | 60 x 60cm |
Image courtesy of the artist and
Lorraine Pilgrim Gallery, Gold Coast.

One of the key themes in my art is that of people. I am forever a watcher. This is never more
evident than when I am watching, and documenting, my family. My mother was a displaced
person after World War II. She and her family found their way across Europe and embarked
for Australia in the first wave of post war immigration. It is her experience, bridging two
cultures and two continents, that greatly affects me. This portrait of my mother as a child
just about to leave for Australia incorporates elements of Ukrainian design, including a rose,
common in Ukrainian iconography.
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Martin WELLBY
Smoky coastal afternoon: in
memoriam | 2020 | acrylic on
canvas | 51 x 61cm | Image
courtesy of the artist.

Smoky coastal afternoon: in memoriam is an abstract interpretation of a Gold Coast beach
during the 2019/20 bushfire crisis. The bushfires raged for several weeks along the east coast
of Australia destroying thousands of properties and tragically claimed a number of lives.
Despite being well away from the fires, the smoke temporarily shrouded the coast in a grey
haze and even reached New Zealand. The painting divides the sky, sea and beach into solid
strips of colour, roughly retaining the elements of tone and proportion that each occupied
in their natural environment. Most notable is the grey and purple sky, which represents the
blanket of smoke engulfing the atmosphere as afternoon approaches evening.
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Sunshine Coast Council gratefully acknowledges the following
supporters of the Sunshine Coast Art Prize 2020.
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Sunshine Coast Council acknowledges that the Sunshine Coast
Country is home of the Kabi Kabi and the Jinibara peoples, the
Traditional Custodians, whose lands and waters we all now share.
We recognise that these have always been places of cultural, spiritual,
social and economic significance. The Traditional Custodians’ unique
values, and ancient and enduring cultures, deepen and enrich the life
of our community.
We wish to pay respect to their Elders – past, present and emerging,
and acknowledge the important role First Nations People continue
to play within the Sunshine Coast community.
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